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EECA revising its strategy and impact
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Taking a multiple benefits approach
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• Pay more attention to impact assessment 

• Implement an Evaluation Strategy for EECA

• Consider the full range of potential benefits of each programme from 
the planning  & design stages

• Be willing to take an innovative approach to measurement

• Engage a broader range of govt stakeholders; external experts

• Adapt existing tools to capture hard-to-measure impacts

• Support development of the evidence base by sharing 
learning widely



Current government policy is 

supportive of good evaluation
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Evaluation now built-in at EECA
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Evaluation foundations set up at 

design stages of all new programmes
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Tailoring the basic principles of 

evaluation for a specific context
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Simplified to 3 core objectives:

• Are we doing the right thing? (relevance)

• Are we doing it the right way? (efficiency)

• Are we making a difference? (effectiveness)

Must be adaptable and scaleable to be workable for 
EECA’s fast-paced environment



Evaluation priority assessment
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Rolling 4-year evaluation schedule
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• Crown EE Loans (rapid evaluation, internal - completed); 

• Energy  Efficient Technology Demonstration Fund (standard 
evaluation, hybrid internal/external – in progress); 

• Energy Graduate Programme (rapid evaluation, internal – in 
progress); 

• Electric Vehicle Information Campaign (standard evaluation, 
external – in progress). 

• EE for big Business Pilot - (rapid evaluation, internal - planned)

• Process Heat Optimisation Pilot - (rapid evaluation, internal -
planned)

• Warmer Kiwi Homes (standard evaluation, external – planned)



Challenges faced in practice
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• Misunderstanding of the purpose and value of evaluation

• Fear of scrutiny and criticism

• Programme teams’ reluctance to dedicate time

• Managerial disinterest and desire for quick results

To overcome these, we:

• Conducted early, thorough scoping discussions with program team 

• Emphasised the opportunity to answer their questions

• Developed “success factors” together 

• Ensured regular check-ins with programme teams



Some reflections
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• Major role for government in promoting improved evaluation with 
the LSF, the private sector will surely start to follow this lead.

• Critical role for evaluators supporting higher demand for evidence-
based policy and programmes development in the future

• Certification does not seem to be so important at these relatively 
early stages of the evaluation evolution in NZ – start somewhere

• In NZ, ANZEA could play a stronger role, but lacks energy 
focus



Thank you

nina.campbell@eeca.govt.nz
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